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Abstract:

This paper explores a pluralist approach to moral economy in two ways. Firstly, as a review, four major schools of thought on the rental of land in India are described. I focus on their normative and ontic assumptions. Secondly, noting that none of these schools is value-neutral, a plurality of six complex moral reasoning strategies emerge from this review. The advantage of the social researcher doing an overview of these normative positions is that we can compare and contrast the meta-criteria that are used. The six moral reasoning strategies are a neoliberal growth strategy, a human capabilities approach, a redistribution approach, a transformative approach, a social equality approach, and a Pareto-optimality approach. The study of these six strategies leads toward the conclusion that more research on complex moral reasoning strategies is called for, because combining them rapidly leads to difficulties. Scientific research can provide evidence to underpin and shape the moral reasoning that takes place in real-world dialogues and debates.
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Moral Political Economy and Moral Reasoning About Rural India: Four Theoretical Schools Compared

1. Introduction

In this paper I conduct a review of some research about rural India in order to develop a moral political economy approach to research. I focus on a series of debates about land-rental in India in its socio-economic context. These debates are partly about land use and land productivity, and partly about the labour relationships in rural areas. My method is to compare the theoretical frameworks and reasoning used by various authors in this literature.

Specific new departures in the paper include stipulating what a moral reasoning strategy is; showing that moral reasoning cuts across schools of thought; and giving examples of bridging between theoretical discourses. The approach used here derives insight from Sayer’s (2005) appeal to conduct moral economy studies using empirical data, but I focus mainly on theoretical concerns. The approach is rooted in classic works of moral economy such as MacIntyre (1985), Sayer (2000b), Agarwal (1994), Nelson (1995) and others. MacIntyre and Sayer stress that moral values arise within specific human societies (Sayer, 2000a: 98, 167; Sayer, 2000b), and Nelson has showed that the moral values of economists have non-gender-neutral effects in society. I bring out the relevance of these issues for the economics of rural India. I draw connections between the four schools, show their differences at the evaluative level, and explicitly show that certain moral reasoning strategies are common to two or three schools. In all I describe six moral reasoning strategies. An important point is made about the separation of values from facts. I argue that the claim of a science of facts, separate from value judgements, is not coherent for those who conduct economic research.

Selected research on the rental of land is described in section 2. Here I focus on four main schools of thought: neoclassical economics; new institutional economics; marxist political economy; and the gender-and-development school within feminist economics (see Olsen and Mehta, 2006a and 2006b; Olsen, 2007). Each of the four schools treats poverty differently because they theorise society differently. The relationship between poverty and sharecropping is dealt with most explicitly in the marxist theoretical school, i.e. Marxist political economy, which has borne much fruit in India-based empirical research on sharecropping. This paper compares that treatment with the normative orientations of the other three schools. In doing so, the neoliberal approach used by neoclassical and new institutionalist scholars is shown to involve two main moral reasoning strategies – a neoliberal pro-growth strategy and the Pareto-optimality reasoning strategy. Both strategies are interesting and merit further attention, but most importantly they illustrate the non-value-neutrality
of the claims made by these schools. For this reason, section 3 of the paper reviews arguments against the separation of facts from values.

My analysis looks at how different researchers utilise their empirical knowledge to frame and shape their normative questions. Some use economic progress as instrumental to human development (e.g. marxists), while others (e.g. neoliberales) would tend to use human/social development and social capital as a means to economic development. Some Marxists and neoliberal authors would agree with each other that a growing commercial economy has scope for poverty alleviation. Neither of these two sets of authors sees economic change as a zero-sum game. In section 4 I show that the neoliberal moral reasoning strategy depends crucially upon particular open-systems assumptions for its trickle-down argument. Since realists have, so far, tended to characterise neoclassical economics as a closed-system set of arguments (Lawson, 1997), this is rather surprising and has interesting implications.

The advantage of the social researcher doing an overview of normative positions is that we can compare meta-criteria for progress from the neoclassical, new institutionalist, Marxist and feminist schools. (Other schools, such as interpretivism and old institutionalism, can offer further innovations not treated here.) I draw out the moral reasoning strategies, which differ from theoretical frameworks. A moral reasoning strategy is a way of arriving at value judgements based on a particular style of reasoning. Examples are given to illustrate. Explicit treatment of the normative reasoning in the study of sharecropping helps us to engage with sets of specific policy proposals. Agarwal (2003a), for example, draws upon both Marxism and feminism, and builds bridges with neoliberals, when she integrates a series of carefully constructed normative positions with her empirical data.

After describing six from the many moral reasoning strategies that are found in development economics, I suggest that readers may want to combine two or three of these in their research. However there are drawbacks to some of them and difficulties with combining them, which I describe briefly. Notably here the Pareto optimality moral reasoning strategy is challenging to the redistributive moral reasoning strategy.

To use a moral reasoning strategy one needs to be well informed about structures, changes, and differentiated agents within its remit. One also needs to consider well-being and harm at different levels of society (e.g. people as well as households). The author of a moral reasoning strategy is likely to place themselves inside the macro scene (and thus to be reflexive). Recognising that moral reasoning strategies are complex helps me to draw upon the four schools of thought presented in section 2 whilst being critical of some ontological errors of the neoclassical school. Both epistemological and normative strengths can be discerned in the resulting pluralist approach.
2. Four Major Schools of Thought Within Indian Political Economy

Dow (2004) argues that a school of thought may overlap in practice and in discourse with others, whilst having some incommensurate conceptual elements. Schools of thought are distinguished not only by their ontological assumptions but also by their traditional or usual normative strategies. I have reviewed four economic schools from a realist viewpoint (Olsen, 2006). The pluralism advocated there is similar to Dow’s (2004) proposed pluralism of theory. In the present paper, feminist economics plays an important role. Feminism in economics takes many forms, and of these just one (the ‘gender and development’ school) has been chosen as a focus of attention.

The four schools will be described with reference mainly to what they have said about rural tenancy in India. This particular literature covers sharecropping as well as cash rentals. Cash rentals have been growing in India but share-cropping is still common. In 1999, about 8% of the land was share-cropped (Sharma, 2000; Shankar, 1999) and nationally 8% of rural adults were tenants using rented-in land. In predominantly agricultural states like Andhra Pradesh and Orissa the percentage doing tenancy is much higher (11% and 17%, respectively), according to the NSS 1999.

Neoclassical economists (NCE) have written about sharecropping for decades. Tenancy transactions are seen by this school as optimal choices which avoid the use of standard labour-market contracts, e.g. Bardhan (1985); Skoufias (1995); Stiglitz (1974). The idea of an optimising decisionmaker on each farm – the landlord and the tenant – is central to the way neoclassical economists write about tenancy. Stiglitz showed that the landlord’s attitude to risk might affect their willingness to rent land, and the share or rent they expected to get. Stiglitz’s 1974 article followed a tradition in economics in which all farming rental contracts are explained in terms of landlords’ attempts to better utilise their land resources whilst also leading toward the new institutional economics which arose in the 1980s.

Skoufias (1995) works in a primarily neoclassical mode, estimating what labour inputs tenants are likely to put into their land. Tenancy is seen in Skoufias’ multi-market model as a way to optimally use one’s bullock power, irrigation water, and family labour. Ellis (1993) reviews the neoclassical models of labour allocation and of tenancy. Recent developments since 1985 in neoclassical models treat the family more carefully than did the original 1960s and 1970s work. These developments, known as the ‘new home economics’, are firmly neoclassical with reference to the market, but they un-bundle the household into a set of individuals, who each optimally decide how to allocate their labour. In this theory, individuals make references to market wages and farm income to work out gender-differentiated opportunity costs. Labour on the rented-in land -- i.e farm labour of tenants -- will
take place as long as it pays the household better than local wages. The labour time (and gender of farm worker) on rented land is thought to be set to optimal levels, in the context of the leisure and domestic work, and thus to be a rational household-level decision.

Both the neoclassical analysis and the new home economics thus have an orientation to the market as the guide to the costs of time and goods; they assume maximising decision makers; they assume all parties to a contract make optimal decisions; and they see the landlord as a person who owns land and for whom it is a rational choice to rent some out. Neoclassical economists tend to make formal algebraic models and then, if there is space, test them using empirical household data. Table 1 highlights neoclassical economists’ ontic and normative assumptions alongside three other schools: new institutional economists; marxists; and feminists.
Table 1: Four Schools of Thought on Rural Land Rentals in India

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Neoclassical Economics</th>
<th>New Institutionalist</th>
<th>Marxist Political Economy</th>
<th>Gender and Development (GAD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objects of theory</strong></td>
<td>Individuals, firms, landlords; markets; demand; supply</td>
<td>Workers and landlords as principal and agent; contracts; markets; decisions; information</td>
<td>Social classes, interacting with castes and state government</td>
<td>Various types of agent who reflexively contemplate the actions they take and their effects; men, women, the state, traditions, customs, norms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ontic assumptions</strong></td>
<td>Individualistic optimising predominates; market demand and supply are known and they create context of free choices</td>
<td>Modelling iconic agents gives worthwhile predictions; utility is mathematizable; situated optimising occurs</td>
<td>Structures interact with each other; agents in social relations do not simply make free choices; people act according to their class interest</td>
<td>Society has interwoven layers (a depth ontology; Layder, 1998); stereotypes and norms exist; agents are important actors in construing social relations,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Normative assertions</strong></td>
<td>More income is better; Pareto Optimal changes are good; efficient production is good</td>
<td>Non-market production will tend to be less efficient than marketised production</td>
<td>Structures of oppression need to be changed; changing them requires innovative discourses of resistance</td>
<td>Women suffer from both class and gender oppression; in India, caste structures create (bad) pressure on Hindu women by privatising their lives and priorities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For full references to the literature see Olsen (2006).
In neoclassical economics, Pareto optimality became a central principle during the 20th century (Pareto, 1909 in Italian, first published in English in 1971). As a moral principle, Pareto optimality conceives that a change would be a social improvement if it made things subjectively better for someone but did not make anyone else feel worse off.

New institutional economists (NIE) look at it slightly differently. They model the decisions behind the contract. Most argue that tenancy contracts represent an optimal solution to a game-theoretic problem of simultaneous rational choice of landlords and workers (e.g. Srinivasan, 1989; Genicot, 2002; Majid, 1994). The context is one of risk aversion, uncertainty, and incomplete markets. Much of the ontology of the new theory is the same as in neoclassical economists. However, markets are not assumed to work perfectly, and information enters as an important entity. Both neoclassical and new institutional economic theories have a focus on monetised values, exchange value, and prices in common.

In the marxist school known as marxist political economy (MPE), tenants are seen as part of the working class. They are assumed to be poor workers. They are ‘used’ by landlords who try to efficiently extract surplus labour and to realize its value in the crop market (Olsen, 1996). Many marxists thought that landlords were blocking the modernization of agriculture. One explanation of blocked technical progress would be landlords’ preference for retaining attached labour using usurious credit (Bhaduri, 1973, 1983b, 1986).

An interesting example linking new institutionalism with Marxism is Majid (1994). Majid reviews the declining role of sharecropping in Sindh, Pakistan using NCE and NIE theory. Landholding structures which underlie the decisions of landlord and tenant are critical influences upon whether and how sharecropping takes place. Majid uses detailed empirical data and makes connections with the marxist interest in the relations of production (the third school, below). However, the underlying class relationships remain merely background (1994, ch. 10). Majid focuses instead on tenancy contracts.

Singh (1995), a Marxist writer, describes uneven development where different levels of technology and labour productivity are found within pockets of a single locale (Singh, 1995). In Punjab, says Singh, the landlords use migrant tenants to drive tractors on the landlord’s cultivated land but then expect them to hoe their rented plots manually. Uneven development is best seen in class terms, as also argued by Brass and van der Linden, 1998, and by Bhaduri, 1997.

Marxists like these make numerous evaluative assumptions. For instance, they assume that specific structures of class are exploitative and that they involve oppression of the working class. The structures need to be changed. To change them involves generating discourses of resistance. Otherwise capitalists and landlords will convince workers that they have shared interests. Marxists argue that discourses of nationalism and caste can tend to mask and discourage a working class awareness of their own struggle for well-being in a class society (Aloysius, 1995). An overview of this approach to moral political economy is given by Sayer
Sayer describes traditional Marxism as one form of critical social science with a fairly negative ethic: it is bad for workers to be exploited (Fay, 1987). Sayer says that this moral principle does not open up the wider constructive question of what would be good for workers. Sayer suggests that critical social science is an arid soil for moral economy because there is so much more that needs to be addressed besides the false consciousness of workers.

Table 1 (column 3) summarises the assumptions typically made by marxists in the Indian sharecropping literature. Athreya et al. (1990) is a typical example. Athreya’s book combined the neoclassical measurement of land productivity farmwise (similar to Bliss and Stern’s village studies) with the marxist study of class dynamics. Thus this work of theirs bridged between neoclassical concepts and marxist evaluative assumptions. By testing the marxist assumptions for empirical validity, Athreya et al. moved them from the status of ‘assumptions’ toward being ‘assertions’. This switch enabled Athreya et al. to carry out interesting empirical work. Compared with neoclassical research, their book is relatively structuralist (i.e. has class structure as a substantive assumption), but compared with Marxist literature their book is open to hypothesis-testing and exploration of their complex mixed (qualitative and survey) data. They found, to their surprise, little economic exploitation by landlords via usury. Whilst this refuted one assumption of Marxist school, the research did not go so far as to reject the structures of class as a useful mechanism for describing the rural society. While Athreya, et al., are on the fringes of Marxism in India, and Bhaduri (1983b) is much closer to the core (usual) approach, numerous authors have been experimenting with variants of Marxism. Kalpagam studied urban planning from a Marxist viewpoint (1994); Mies explored gender issues from a Marxist viewpoint (1998); and Brass rejects postmodernism and empiricism in the study of rural Indian labour through his substantial, extended Marxist research (2001).

Feminist writings from the Gender and Development (GAD) school form the fourth school. GAD experts draw upon Marxism but also focus intensely upon women, gender relations (which are seen as a social structure), patriarchy and the micro-macro linkages of the world economy. Foremost here is Mies (1982, 1998) whose initial Indian monograph showed female lace workers being exploited through both class and trading relations whilst also doing domestic work that created, for them, a double burden. Mies, (1982), like Kabeer writing much later (1995), broke down the class approach into a focus on differentiated women whose class/gender position was doubly weakened them. An underlying structuralism is typical of feminist ‘gender and development’ (GAD) writing but allows for transformative influences of agency (Beneria, 1979, 2003).

Mies argued in a later book (1998), that many housewives are being used by the world economy. Mies said that the double burden on women could only continue to perpetuate their subordination if women and men continued to co-participate in it. The normative viewpoint here is to try to change women’s cultural and normative expectations. Both Mies and Agarwal have advocated strong feminist demands as a policy platform grounded in
empirical work (Agarwal, 1994). Mies particularly wanted Indian women to resist their double exploitation.

Let us focus on the ontic assumptions here. These feminists assume that stereotypes and norms exist, and are gendered. However they see them as malleable, too. Their view of ‘preferences’ is very different from that of economists (of the NCE and NIE schools): preferences are ever-changing and changeable. Mies and Kabeer argue that women and men combine as agents in ongoing relations to create the structures that bind them. They can re-create and change the structures. Terrific optimism is combined with graphic description of the kind of exploitation that is actually continuing.

For instance in India, a series of qualitative studies show how Hindu women are still conforming in many ways to Hindu stereotypes. Many rural women believe that their private lives are more important than doing public activity; that their marriage is their main hope in life; and that their children are their main achievement. One author which summed up local voices on the social expectations facing Hindu women put it this way:

The gender relationship entailed by the division of work according to sex . . . reveal(s) the structural relationship that prevails between the two genders: Masculine Role: [being] owner, boss, leadership . . . manager, he who holds power; . . . Feminine Role: [being] domestic, subjection, servant, servility, vileness, slavery [etc.]

Poitevin and Rairkar, 1993: 159-160, translated from the language of Pune, Maharashtra, India.

Poitevin and Rairkar argue that the cultural norms affect the working of rural labour markets. Muslims have also been experiencing a patriarchal gender regime in rural India (Jejeebhoy and Sathar, 2001). Purdah, the practice of requiring women to cover their bodies so as to cover their skin and conceal their form, also refers to male control over women’s movement outside the home. Under purdah, women are seen as protecting the family’s honour. Purdah is in part a matter of women being self-disciplined in their ‘good’ behaviour. The Muslim and Hindu traditions of purdah were summarised in depth by Agarwal (1994) across the four South Asian countries India, Bangladesh, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. Purdah is differentiated regionally in its meaning and coverage. Purdah is not restricted to any one or two ethnic groups. Agarwal argued that purdah is being challenged by some women, so that it is continually changing. Gender stereotypes affect the labour market by shaping what people feel can or cannot be done by women. Most tenants attribute land ownership to the man of the household, and women’s roles in dryland agriculture are widely considered to be restricted to labouring and domestic work.

Kalpagam (1994), another GAD feminist, has built a conceptual model to enable policy makers to examine change in the gender regime and class relations. Kalpagam’s model is a
transformational model of social activity (see also Archer, et al., eds., 1998). P. Swaminathan (2002) illustrates a structuralist approach to gender inequality – in the sense of taking class, gender, and ethnicity as three social structures of equal importance - combined with great sensitivity to social change as it affects women’s roles.

When these feminist writers write about tenancy, they are looking at it sociologically and are focusing on the gender regime involved. All feminists take a strong interest in women’s farming work and its remuneration. Tenants’ work was described in detail, for instance, by Dacorta and Venkateswarlu (1999). The lack of measurement of the unpaid labour time doesn’t change the reality that the work has been done. Dacorta observed that the women of tenanting households in southern Andhra Pradesh also do unpaid domestic work and cow-related work with dung at the landlord’s house. I also interviewed women in the same district who did these tasks from a position of utter powerlessness vis-a-vis their landlords in 1995 (e.g. the landlord owned the worker’s hut-plot). Marxists and neoclassical economists alike tend to use a household unit of analysis and thus ignore gender difference in the experience of tenancy. Decision-making and money-earning is often attributed to men. Furthermore the idealised household was perceived to be male-headed. Feminists argue that such assumptions are limiting and damaging to women.

There are a number of places where the first three of these schools overlap. For instance, Bhaduri, a leading theorist of the Marxist political economy school, can be found exploring the contractual arrangements in terms similar to those now used in new institutional economics.

Loan arrangements can . . . change in many ways, which have been so simplistically captured in our model in terms of a single parameter representing the own rate of interest. . . [and in a footnote] a new loan arrangement – the so-called managed loan – which has become widely prevalent in place of traditional consumption loans in Haryana. . .

(Bhaduri, 1983b: 66, footnote in original).

Here Bhaduri blended the formalised procedures of economic orthodoxy with the substantive assumptions and empirical interests of classical Marxism in India. Assets and resources are distributed differently to the classes, and each class acts in its own interest, he says. The landlord class protects its interest, even sometimes at the cost of lower productivity, he said. They may think that lower productivity can be offset by higher usury income combined with the rental income. Therefore, under his assumptions, resistance to new technology might be the result.

Here Bhaduri thinks he has caught the neoclassical economists in a bind: how can rational behaviour in the landlords’ interests be economically irrational? Because their ‘interests’ are sectional, whereas neoclassical economists’ notion of rationality usually considers only the
aggregated outputs of agriculture. A rise in the capitalist landlords’ share is what Bhaduri thinks the landlords work toward, whereas a rise in the total product is what orthodox economists usually assume is desirable. Pareto optimality is the main criterion of net value used by orthodox economists (see Table 1, Row 3).

Orthodox economists rule out exploitation discursively by focusing on aggregate supply and demand for crops and for land. Several new institutional economists have focused on the point that the tenant has chosen to make the contract (e.g. Srinivasan, 1989; Srinivasan and Bell, 1989). In other words, even if the tenant loses out in the short run, they have chosen the contract - so by deduction, there must be some benefits in the contract that they prefer having it over not having a rental contract.

This is a tautology. But Bhaduri, too, can be accused of a tautology. His prediction in 1983(b) turned out not to match the growth performance of northern Indian agriculture. Landlords and capitalist farmers did pick up new technologies, in spite of their land rental arrangements (Stiglitz, 1986; Bhaduri, 1986). There were two misunderstandings here. Firstly, Bhaduri’s model was intended to examine the power landlords have. Its weakness was perhaps not being well-grounded in a specific place/time. As a universalistic formal model, it is not clear where in India it would apply. Where would we look for real instances of these usury relationships? When Athreya looked for them in Tamil Nadu, his team didn’t find much usury. When I looked for them in Andhra Pradesh, I did find usury but it was carefully hidden. Only detailed field research could uncover it because there is a law against usury. I also found that villages just 2 km apart had very different usury situations because of localised bankers’ competition against moneylenders (Olsen, 1996). There are empirical differences over space and by class in the real power of landlords to control the prices they pay for supplies of crops and to charge high interest. In the 1980s a strong paradigm opposition emerged: Stiglitz bypassed the question of power by arguing that is was not operationalizable. But Bhaduri’s advocated the study of rural class power, and his approach needed concrete local or regional evidence (Stiglitz, 1986; Bhaduri, 1986).

Secondly, Bhaduri’s model meant to focus on class interests. The misunderstanding that occurred was that Bhaduri’s contextual factors – feudalism in northern rural India; traditional respect paid to the landlord; and caste-based social obligations – were ignored by orthodox economists. By reducing the world to the economic competition of classes, economists, including Bhaduri, over-simplified the optimisation problem. The general trend, led by Stiglitz (1986), was to show that Bhaduri was factually wrong. This ignored Bhaduri’s Marxist agenda of challenging landlords’ power. This agenda was progressed by Marxist authors like Ramachandran (1990). In West Bengal the Communist Party of India (Marxist; CPM) implemented strong land reforms and increased the rights of tenants (Banerjee, et al., 2002; Basu, 1992). In this sense Bhaduri’s model was influential within India until structuralism’s ascendancy there ended around 1991. The CPM has had parliamentarians in various states and in the national parliament through the whole period.
Among the Marxists, quite a few carried out detailed fieldwork and offer qualitative analysis, or at least vignettes, as part of the research outputs. Here they tend to overlap with and blend into the feminist authors’ work. For instance, Mencher (1978) worked in a structuralist tradition focused on caste and class structures in the agrarian economy. She describes in detail the motives and perceived constraints of a series of individuals who did farming in southern India (1978: 208-210). Menchester describes what is ‘necessary’ from the worker’s subjective perspective. She brings to our attention the fact that workers’ choices are made in a context of unfreedom.

Ganeshan has 1.5 acres of *varam* [rented] land to look after. He and his wife work for one to two months in a year for others on a daily basis. They cannot do more because of his *varam* land. . . . It is clear that his first priority is looking after his *varam* land. Yet it is necessary for him to hire others to work his land as well. . . . Munuswami is a Harijan from Pacciyyur. He owns . . . He ploughs . . . His wife also works for others when she is not pregnant.


Another structuralist, Epstein, writes mainly as a class-oriented structuralist but also takes into account a number of neoclassical economic facets of agriculture such as productivity and marketing (1962; 1973; 1998). Epstein draws strongly normative conclusions in one monograph (1973, last chapter). In her view, growth in India’s agricultural output would make it possible for tax to be collected from the big farmers. This tax money could support redistributive expenditure. Thus her empirical work led her to a detailed normative conclusion. However she stayed within the economic (monetised) realm in drawing her normative conclusion.

Another example illustrates the Marxist standpoint. Ramachandran (1990) examines unfree labour as a phenomenon within the rural working class. Some workers agree to permanent contracts and other forms of bondage (he says, with regard to people in Tamil Nadu), even after the end of traditional patron-client relations. He argues that Marx said the working class, as a class, is unfree vis a vis employers, but the point Ramachandran adds is the persistence of bondage even in the recent experience of capitalist farming in south India. Ramachandran provides detailed family case histories. He works from his vast primary data toward a conclusive grasp of the reasons why bonded labour is persistent:

> Why do workers agree to give an employer a right of first call over their labour power and submit to the kind of servitude that such a relationship entails? There is no *legal* coercion for them to do so . . . The most important reason is, of course, that workers are compelled by poverty and unemployment to seek different ways of ensuring that they get wage employment whenever it is available and of ensuring subsistence at times when there is no employment to be had.”
Ramachandram, 1990: pp. 253-254; see also p. 181 *et passim*.

I will use Ramachandran and other examples in Table 2 and in section 4 to illustrate alternative modes of complex reasoning.

### Table 2: Complex Moral Reasoning Strategies in the Study of Tenancy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasoning Used:</th>
<th>Neoclassical Economics</th>
<th>New Institutional Economics</th>
<th>Marxist Political Economy</th>
<th>Gender and Development (GAD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Note: A tick mark √ indicates that the reasoning is found either implicitly or explicitly in this literature. The reference given is to one example illustrating the school in the selected case of rural south Indian share-cropping and tenancy.
So far I have reviewed four major schools in the literature (NCE, NIE, Marxists, and feminists) and then provided a few examples illustrating overlap between the schools. I have called these overlaps ‘bridges’ (Olsen, 2006), building upon Walby’s notion of avoiding epistemological chasms (Walby, 2001). Bridges, where academic discourses are made to overlap, increase commensurability. In the tenancy literature partial incommensurability exists, while there are cross-school overlaps of substantive (ontic) assumptions.

In the next section I argue that all four schools’ authors incorporate typical ethical, evaluative, and normative elements. My argument against the separation of facts and values is based on a realist recognition that all discourses embody and bear values and evaluations (Fairclough, 2001). The need for economists to be self-conscious about their own discourses is widely recognised by Marxists and feminists in India (Kapadia, ed., 2002; Mies, 1998). I suggest that ethical reflection is also desirable in NCE and NIE. In section 4 I will survey the specific moral reasoning strategies that are currently in use by all four schools, and then conclude the paper. Since the separation of facts from value judgements is commonly assumed to be possible in NCE and NIE, yet these economists promote two specific moral reasoning strategies, an inconsistency arises which needs to be resolved.

3. Challenging the Supposed Separation of Positive and Normative Claims

The fact-value distinction has played some role in every form of positivism in economics. A recent economics textbook distinguishes ‘pure value judgements’ from expert claims about inefficiency (Begg, Dornbusch and Fisher, 2005: Chapter 15). The former are outside economics, while the latter are a question of fact, say Begg et al. (ibid.). This kind of reasoning portrays many forms of economics as a factual science in which subjectivity plays no part (Hands, 2001).

Sen argued against the separation of facts and values (Sen, 1980; Sen, 1979; Walsh, 2003: 344) by arguing that from differently experienced lives, human standpoints tend to differ. A set of situated viewpoints can clash significantly on a variety of fronts (ibid., and Sen, 1993). Each author/speaker chooses what to present/represent by applying their background values (Sen, 1980). Sen’s (1993) approach thus bridges with feminist and constructivist approaches by arguing that value-neutrality is not possible within economics research. Instead, Sen says, research topics and methods are chosen to promote certain interests or aims. Descriptions reflect choices (Sen, 1980). It is important to enumerate some reasons behind the rejection of the fact-value separation argument (see also Olsen and Morgan, 2005; Morgan and Olsen, 2007). The main reasons to accept that descriptive and evaluative claims cannot be seen as separate are:

3-1) Firstly, descriptions of society are thick with interpenetrating meanings. Some of these meanings carry value judgements. These meanings are not merely conventional but also involve speakers in making ethical judgements (Walsh, 2003; Putnam, 2002). Thus for example if one says it is ‘optimal for the household’ to have women do subsistence farming
and men do cash crop tenancy, one invokes the judgement that women should not do cash cropping. More subtly, one accepts the background norms which are part of the scene being described. The value judgement may be implicit, but it is still there.

Nelson argues, furthermore, that having and knowing about feelings is an important part of what (all) economists actually do (Nelson, 2003; Nussbaum, 2001). The idea of an optimal division of labour depends on people feeling that a division is good. Feelings involve affect. Other feelings in the tenancy literature relate to the approval of sufficiency of food production; a desire for tenants to have autonomy over farm production decisions; and worries that the tenants are being exploited. Approval, desire, worries – these are evaluative components of economists' typical arguments. In Begg, et al.'s welfare economics, 'inefficient' outcomes are evaluated as bad. So Begg et al. make evaluative statements (in reality) while pretending to be making statements of fact. Morgan and I have argued that Begg et al.'s approach pretends to achieve a God’s-eye view of reality, whereas economists really only achieve a positioned view (Morgan and Olsen, 2007).

A description such as ‘tenants choose to become bonded to their employers by debt under conditions A, B, and C’ (which is the main theme of Srinivasan, 1989) has rich normative connotations. It hints at an evaluation on Srinivasan's part that choice is good, and it asserts that if something is chosen then it is good for the chooser. The intrinsic importance of aiming representations (of the economy) at 'valued ends' is argued by Mäki (1994: 243) and by Nelson (1995). But Srinivasan's argument avoids stating what the 'valued ends' are that he seeks (see O'Neill, 1998, for a discussion of this subjectivism). Thus Srinivasan's description (1989) has a pretense of value neutrality that does not meet the standards of scientists like Mäki (1994), Nelson (1995, 2003), or Caldwell (1994) for more exact and explicit statements of what is being hoped for.

Supposedly positive statements reveal an author’s beliefs and some of their preferences. Beliefs play a role in knowledge construction. By revealing a priori beliefs, explicit knowledge claims create an arena for contestation. Caldwell’s variant of critical rationalism poses this arena as a constructive field for research (1994: 149-50). Aldridge (1993) has contributed to this particular approach to science. She has shown that removal of the author’s personal views from scientific writing is a way of trying to mask the author's evaluative commitment to the views they are conveying. Development economists usually avoid using 'I' or 'I think', and thus illustrate the masking. Nevertheless a reader can work out what their preferences are. Purportedly making positive statements, an author reveals their ontological assertions. Their preference for these particular substantive assertions often reflects deeply held beliefs which are, in part, evaluative.

3-2) A second argument is that the evidence used during arguments is subject to a series of measurement issues which invoke evaluations and values. Frequently in economics, operationalisation cannot factually, simply, or exactly represent reality in measures. This argument is surveyed by Pawson (1998) and by Pawson and Tilley (1997: 156-163). Pawson
and Tilly (1997) focus on two hiatuses that affect the capacity of measures to represent reality. (a) Lay actors’ knowledgeability is limited and may exclude some important causal mechanisms (ibid., p. 163); (b) interviews and surveys involve negotiation of differences between researchers’ discourse and lay actors’ discourse, changing both (ibid., pgs. 156-7).”

Realists generally take Pawson and Tilley’s view and therefore tend to advocate scientific (critical) realism instead of naïve empirical realism (Sayer, 2000; Danermark et al., 2001). Therefore the choice of a measurement metric, and the use of one theoretical framework, reflect the evaluative judgement of the researcher. Williams (2005) stresses that these pre-measurement decisions are value judgements as well as being scientific judgements.

3-3) Thirdly, ethical reasoning is normally complex and not simple, so researchers’ ethics as revealed through their writing or speaking are not simply a series of personal or facile preferences. Instead, what can be detected is often a coherent, reasoned set of views. Wolfe (2001) shows that people’s reasoning about ethics is very complex. Utilitarian logic would be one example of complex practical reasoning. Feminist reasoning would be another example (Babbitt, 1993). I will expand on this general point in the next section. The complexity and challenges of moral reasoning are stressed by Wolfe (2001) and by Sayer (2000b). Specifically moral reasoning is invoked whenever someone considers the needs or preferences of more than one individual in a human society.

Passing now beyond the theory of individual rationality... we need to know what distinguishes moral norms from other criteria of assessment. Moral evaluation seems to be concerned most centrally with the assessment of conduct or character where the interests of more than one individual are at stake. Further, moral evaluation assesses actions or outcomes in a peculiar way: The interests of the strongest or most prestigious party do not always prevail... (Railton, 1997: 149-150).

Thus ethical reasoning is widespread in economic commentaries which try to bring into view the needs, interests and desires of a whole range of people.

In summary, the three arguments against the supposed possibility of fact-value separation show that it is not possible to separate facts from values in making knowledge claims. Further support for these arguments arises in philosophy (Putnam, 2002, 2003), in psychology (Brinkmann, 2005), in feminism (Lloyd, 1995), in nursing (Rolfe, 2006) and in management studies (Ryan, 2005). The systematic philosophical study of value neutrality by Lacey (1999) attempted to allow value neutrality's possibility to show through using the strongest possible arguments in its favor. Lacey’s study showed that deep underlying value stances are inevitably invoked even when one is attempting to be impartial, distant and/or neutral in a particular empirical stage of research. My detour into the arguments against the separation of facts from evaluative statements has prepared the ground for a description of the various complex moral reasoning strategies.
4. Complex Moral Reasoning

All four major schools of thought use strategies of moral reasoning, and by mixing strategies the reasoning becomes complex. Table 2 summarises the six main strategies found. I refer to the India-based works in order to give concreteness to the argument. Before listing the six strategies, let me define a moral reasoning strategy more explicitly. A moral reasoning strategy has two components. Firstly it is a method of comparing states of affairs in terms of their effect upon, and value for, a variety of human beings within those different states of affairs (Railton, 1997). Secondly, it also presupposes a subject position for the author or speaker. They can, for example, either be reflexively aware of their position in society, and thus aware of their own subjectivity, or they can pretend to have a power of over-arching knowledge, or some variant on these two positions. Because people use different combinations of these two dimension, a wide variety of ways of doing moral reasoning are in practice found in society (Wolfe, 2001). A moral reasoning strategy can refer to situations in the past or present, or it can use hypothetical and possible futures as counterfactuals (Patomaki, 2006; O’Neill, 1998). Ethical thinking in general is highly variegated (Singer, 1994), but by listing six moral reasoning strategies I am creating a typology of patterns of thought. The ‘moral’ content of the strategies is specifically the way in which a knower – e.g. a researcher – is prescriptive about states of affairs, roles, rules, institutions or structures in a society. The ‘moral’ content I looked for was not just the personal preference or choice of the author but a wider sense of ways that typically are used to judge what is good. As Nussbaum explains, a society that enables people to be compassionate may be a good society but that depends on how compassion and goodness are (in practice) encouraged by the society (2001: 415-416). In this section I am looking at the researcher as a person whose moral thinking may be of better or worse quality, but I am also seeing moral reasoning strategies as having histories and being embedded in standardised ways of seeing the world according to schools of thought. Thus in addition to mentioning individual authors’ prescriptions I am also noting the social trend that typically uses such moral reasoning strategies.

In what follows I describe the competing strategies actually found in the Indian tenancy debate. Within this scene, the first moral reasoning strategy is a neoliberal growth strategy which focuses on marketised activities of individuals and argues that economic growth is good. This argument, far from being a closed-system argument as Lawson (1997) strongly suggests, allows for open-ness of the economic system through its evolution toward greater production and higher incomes. Because of this assumed economic open-ness, growth with equity has been assumed to be a possibility. Incomes were not seen as necessarily a zero-sum game, and land productivity in particular was not perceived as a zero-sum game. The growth of production is seen to create opportunities for higher incomes. The neoliberal orientation toward the benefits of growing markets is widely seen in development economics textbooks (Todaro, 1997) and in the study of peasant economies (Ellis, 1993).
Three neoclassical authors who used the neoliberal reasoning strategy in a tenancy context are Skoufias (1995) and Bliss and Stern (1982). Skoufias looks at the labour cost tradeoffs for farmers in deciding what labour to hire, but generally he meanwhile assumes that the farmer aims for higher production and productivity. The ability to move the production function outward is a neoclassical assumption that fits with neoliberal moral reasoning. Bliss and Stern conducted village studies to question whether it was true, as Marxists had suggested, that exploiting labour was in itself a priority for large Indian farmers. These landlords, they showed, aimed to increase production and did indeed raise land productivity over time. For these authors, economic growth is seen to promote opportunities for farmers to become better off. In Table 2 I denote these authors as using two moral reasoning strategies, because they also use a second strategy (Pareto optimality moral reasoning; see below) which is separable from the neoliberal growth assumptions.

The second moral reasoning strategy is the human capabilities approach, associated with Sen, Nussbaum, and Alkire and Black (1997), focuses on a wide range of social and personal outcomes including empowerment (Nussbaum, 1993; Anderson, 2003). For such authors, the human capabilities underlying good conditions which make possible a variety of functionings. Both capabilities and functionings vary from one society to another, but the capabilities are the more fundamental of the two and can be specified in a list (argues Nussbaum, 1999, 2001) in order to guide moral thinking about how best to organise a polity so that everyone has the basic or core capabilities (Anderson, 1993). This approach, like the neoliberal approach, assumes that society is an open system, so society can change. For neoliberals change occurs in the economic and commercial sphere, but for the human capabilities school, change also occurs over time in the area of customs and social norms. Aspects of achieving human capabilities are both good-in-themselves and also sometimes good as a means to other ends (Anderson, 1993, chs 5-8). Nussbaum, an important proponent of human capabilities reasoning in general, argues that owning land is a fundamental human capability (Nussbaum, 1999, and Nussbaum, 2001: 416-420). Human capabilities moral reasoning argues that a situation in which women and men can, and do, own land or control their rented land is better than one in which people who want to own or control land are restricted from doing so. In India 30% to 40% of the population are landless, so for India, this human capabilities approach authorises doubts about the rural economic structure. Sayer (1992: ch. 3) used a tenancy example explicitly in order to expose what structures are and what effects they have. This led toward his argument that values are implicated when structural positions are being described by people within the social system (Sayer, 2000b). Nussbaum’s advocacy of the right to own land both evaluates land-owning as good for people, and landlessness as bad. Her argument leads toward the assessment that landlessness is a political issue since it causes people to suffer.

My first detailed example of the human capabilities reasoning strategy in the tenancy context is Sen, who has made a gradual transition from neoclassical economist (Sen, 1964 and 1966) to a broader human development orientation. His early work examined the relative productivity of small peasants and large landlords in India, reflecting typical neoclassical
topics and methods of research. Sen then introduced the human capability reasoning strategy explicitly (1979, 1993). His more recent work, which still has many neoclassical characteristics, is aimed explicitly at improving human capabilities both as ends in themselves (expressed as functionings) and as means to further development (Sen, 1996: 1-8; Dreze and Sen, 2002).

A second example is Ramachandran, who has specialised in field research on unfree labour in the context of landlordism in south India (1990). Ramachandran has used concepts of real harm and the alleviation of human suffering throughout his work (1990, 1996), thus implementing a human capabilities reasoning strategy. Ramachandran (1996) published detailed work on India in a book edited by Sen. The feminist Jackson also appears to be influenced by human capabilities reasoning (2002, 2004). Jackson explicitly rejects excessively universalistic moralizing (see also Jackson and Pearson, eds., 1998) and stresses the locality specific nature of existing social norms. Her work is consistent with Sen’s positional objectivity (1993) and thus gives us a stimulating example of the human capabilities reasoning strategy in operation.

The human capabilities approach is being diversified through a lively debate at this time (see e.g. Journal of Human Development 2007). While it may be hard to pin down, it is an important area of development studies where moral economy and economic explanations are able to meet in a dialogue. The Jackson viewpoint (or anthropological position) is that local, contextual information is necessary for this dialogue to be well informed. Thus the ‘Gender and Development’ school has challenged the universalism of the other schools of economic thought.

The third moral reasoning strategy is the redistribution approach. Whilst in economics generally this is illustrated by taxation and welfare economics, in land tenancy it is focussed on either land redistribution, land ceilings, or income redistribution. The redistribution approach can aim to change control over water and other natural resources as scarcities grow; it aims for structural equality; it may foster taxation. Examples include the Marxists named earlier, and Epstein (1973). Sen (1979) also bridges into this approach, as evidenced also by the empirical work of Dréze and Sen (1995, 1997).

A good example is Epstein (1973), who openly advocated higher taxes on India’s larger farmers. The redistribution of land has also been a redistribution-oriented policy in India for 55 years. Sengupta and Gazdar (1996) give a review of these policies in West Bengal (1996: 136-162), pointing out that the redistribution of land can cause a redistribution of income but not necessarily a very large one. Agarwal (2003a) advocates giving women access to land, including via land rental as well as increased personal access to inherited land. Agarwal is aware that redistribution of land from men to women would tend to individualise ownership, and that traditions of dowry and inheritance have ownership located in the patriarchal household (Agarwal, 1994). Such proposals as hers are interesting and often controversial. They encourage an explicit debate about ethics rather than merely a factual
debate about explanations of productivity. Most importantly, Agarwal argues that controlling land is empowering for women.

The fourth moral reasoning strategy is transformation via praxis. This strategy is characteristic of Indian Marxists and critical realists, and has three components - diagnosis, consciousness-raising, and praxis. First, the analysts diagnose the changing class structure of a country in its context, then they raise consciousness of class and crisis by disseminating a concretely grounded political economy interpretation, and finally (thirdly) they expect agents to be able to integrate these discoveries into their own praxis (transformative action). Praxis reasoning is not just about comparing states of affairs. It is also about encouraging a change in how states of affairs are characterised. Brass (2001) is a good illustration. He spends a whole article taking up the discursive positions of other historians, criticising them for empiricist and reductionist errors. For such Marxists, improved theory is a part of improved social and collective action.

In this approach the location of the scientist within the social system is explicit. The social struggle for improvements in living conditions is envisaged mainly as a class struggle in which scientists engage along with workers (Bhaduri, 1983a). The suffering caused by the ways that pre-capitalist and capitalist modes of production interact are exposed by experts for the good of all (e.g. Ramachandran, 1996: 224; 300-325). The critical realist interpretation of the transformative approach stresses the general, intersecting, nature of ‘social structures’, thus placing gender, patriarchy and ethnic social relations on a par with (and interacting with) class structures (Bhaskar, 1998; Sayer, 1992; Chindarkar, 2007; Hogger, 2004).

Besides Brass and Bhaduri, Marxists who use transformative moral reasoning to study the rural labouring scene include Venkateswarlu and Dacorta (2001). Their reasoning takes the form of comparing the current reality with a counterfactual state where structural inequality is reduced. In these writings, evidence about the current reality is marshalled, and a discussion of policy options for reducing hurtful inequalities of gender, caste, and class takes place. The authors stress that the agents of change are the actors within the scene, not just an external state organisation. Many of the authors have themselves worked within the agrarian systems which they are describing. Their view is that attempts to improve these systems aim to transform poor people’s lives and, necessarily, at the same time change their relationships with others (Bhaskar, 2002). Explicit recognition of transformation within open systems is found among those who stress the need for recognising emotions - such as caring, sympathy, and suffering (Nelson, 2003) - not only on the part of lay people but in ourselves as researchers, too (Giri, 2004: pg 355).

The fifth moral reasoning strategy is the social equality approach which aims for pluralism and mutual respect among sub-cultures. Authors using this strategy want to recognise difference, as exemplified by Jackson’s anthropological detail (2003); see also Rew and Khan, 2006, for a general presentation of the arguments for respecting regional cultural difference and respecting anthropological expertise about difference. This approach requires a
temporary muting of the academic voice and is highly attuned to lay normativities and difference. Promoting social equality requires recognising the rights and desires of different sub-cultural groups. The moral aspect of this reasoning strategy is a meta-morality in which cultural relativism about 'others' cultures' is combined with a meta-value that favours tolerance and mutual appreciation of difference. In social theory, Habermas (1996) illustrates this viewpoint.

In the land rental sphere, the social equality moral reasoning strategy is exemplified by Jackson (2003), who uses anthropological detail to argue that a risk of harm is attached to the redistributivist moral reasoning. Jackson suggests that one policy does not fit all cases, and that cultural factors in Hindu and Muslim patriarchy should not be ignored even if researchers do not agree with each culture's dominant normative values. Jackson warned that harm can come to women if outsiders promote specific challenges to patriarchy.

Finally, the sixth moral reasoning strategy is a **subjectivist Pareto-criterion based approach**. Pareto optimality reasoning follows the usual strategy of orthodox economics in making comparisons of social welfare through comparing states of affairs using a Pareto criterion. The result is typically, in part, dependent upon an aggregation of people's individual subjective well-being. The Pareto criterion says that any strategy of improvement offered by anybody is potentially valuable as long as (a) no one is harmed by it, and (b) no farm or state or region or household loses out as a result. Building reservoirs, desilt old tanks, and improving the usability of local water reserves – e.g. with improved pipes or canals - are examples of actions that are widely thought to be Pareto optimal compared with doing nothing. For most authors using this strategy, the knowledge of harm arises from feelings of harm which rest in the individual’s subjectivity. Models of equilibria tend to assume that Pareto-optimality depends on not harming subjects in hypothetical experiments that use permutations of a model (not of reality). Thus Pareto-optimality logic rests upon avoiding harm, and can be inserted into a variety of models, explanations, counterfactual thought experiments and comparisons.

In the study of land reform and land management in India, Mearns (1999) illustrates the Pareto optimality moral reasoning strategy. Mearns presented the World Bank's analysis of land issues in India by arguing a complex case for reforming the management of land records rather than reforming land ownership itself. His case is presented from a new institutional economics point of view. The argument is that improved and computerised land records can help both tenants and land-owners to better utilise the land. Those who rent will have clarity about their rights; if they buy, the purchase will be recorded clearly and publicly. Those who farm their own land will have clear ownership rather than experiencing court cases over control. (These cases are indeed common.) The land records are in a mess to different degrees in the various locales and regions of India. For instance some ex-Zamindari areas have a different record-keeping and land transfer system to nearby ex-ryotwari areas. Mearns argues that improvements that use computers can only improve matters and can harm no one. By contrast, he says, land reform has clear losers who would need to be
reimbursed (either by payments for land they lose in a land reform, or by compensation for losing the right to evict their tenants if there were a tenancy reform). The Pareto optimality argument is pursued by examining the relative costs and benefits to different parties from the various land policy options.

A full discussion of Mearns’ position goes beyond the remit of this paper. It is interesting to note, though, that Mearns represents the current NIE school of thought (transactions cost economics) while the Pareto optimality reasoning used by Bliss and Stern (1982) and Skoufias (1995) is more neoclassical. The use of Pareto optimality reasoning is not restricted to older works such as Srinivasan (1989) and Srinivasan and Bell (1989).

Thus in summary the six moral reasoning strategies found in the study of rural Indian land tenancy are the neoliberal growth strategy; the human capabilities strategy; the redistributionist strategy; the transformationalist strategy; the social equality strategy; and the Pareto optimality criterion strategy. Of these, the transformationalist and the social equality strategies may be the least familiar to CJE readers. One can read Langley and Mellor (2002) for more background on the transformationalist strategy, and Kandiyoti (1999) on the social equality strategy.

These six strategies all use counterfactuals to conduct thought experiments based on real historical situations and/or empirical data. Sen is an interesting example who has used a wide range of these reasoning techniques over the years. He makes interesting but cautious comparisons of India with China, and of Kerala with other parts of India, for instance (Sen, 1996). Sen appears to be pluralist at the level of theory, as well as innovative and thoughtful in constructing moral arguments. A typical statement of purpose by Ramachandran indicates that moral reasoning is based not only on knowledge of one particular case, but also on knowledge of comparable cases, e.g.:

> The purpose of this study is not to study the specific features of Kerala’s experience only in order to try and establish Kerala’s exclusiveness; it is to try and draw out lessons from Kerala’s experience for the rest of India and, perhaps, for other developing countries. (Ramachandran, 1996, in Drèze and Sen, eds. 1996: 207-8).

I now want to point out two contradictions found in this literature. Firstly, some neoclassical economists have switched from neoliberal growth reasoning to other reasoning strategies, notably human capabilities approaches (Stiglitz, 2002a) while continuing to advocate fundamentally atomistic and universalistic modelling methods. Secondly, the large changes advocated by redistribution and transformation theorists will tend to be absolutely rejected by Pareto optimality reasoning because the latter presumes that any move, other than a small incremental change, will tend to harm someone. Thus in general there is a danger of contradictions (or incoherence) when two or more moral reasoning strategies are applied at the same time.
Taking firstly the combination of human capabilities reasoning with neoliberal growth reasoning, Stiglitz provides an interesting example. Typically in Stiglitz’s writing the two main reasoning strategies were Pareto optimality and neoliberal growth reasoning (e.g. Stiglitz, 1986). In recent years he has moved toward accepting the human capabilities approach, thus moving away from methodological individualism and toward realism. Stiglitz pointed out some dangers of Pareto-optimality reasoning in his article on social justice (2002a: 25). He suggests that technocrats’ use of Pareto-style reasoning can actually mask real harm to groups of workers (ibid.). His concern is not only with Pareto optimality reasoning itself. It appears to also be that a technocrat may not be well equipped to do moral reasoning or to apply theory to practical situations. Nevertheless, the Pareto-optimality reasoning is widely used, is often applied with detailed nuances, and often comes in a complex package along with multifaceted explanatory arguments (e.g. Agrawal, 1999). Classic illustrations of the subjectivism found in traditional Pareto-optimality arguments are the reports by Srinivasan (1989, and with Bell in 1989) on bonded labour. O’Neill (1998) rejects this subjectivism and tends to undermine the use of Pareto optimality reasoning. Most importantly we have to realise that Stiglitz’ move toward human capabilities would require him to begin to recognise locality-specific cultural differentiation, move away from universalistic models, and avoid global prescriptions for the kind of social situations that are locally and regionally diverse. In summary, neoliberal growth reasoning itself faces problems when combined with human capabilities reasoning because the former tends to be universalistic while the latter tends to pay attention to local detail. Furthermore it appears difficult to use Pareto optimality reasoning in its traditional guise without presuming to know too much about diverse social groups’ subjectivities. However these claims would need to be the subject of further research and nuances.

The movement toward human capabilities reasoning has been part of a broad and widely supported shift from economic-growth to human-development centred strategies for public policy. The dotted line in Table 2 (row 2) reminds us that there has also been a widespread consensus that NIE scholars often recognise or use insights from NCE and vice versa. In a sense this dual shift could lead toward bridging the normative gap with Marxists and feminists, since the aim of achieving valued human capabilities is a common over-arching aim of all schools (it is rather hard to oppose). Bhaduri (1983) illustrates some common ground between NIE and Marxist theoretical frameworks (Olsen, 2006). Similarly, the assumption that rights in private property must be protected creates common ground between Agarwal (2003) and the NCE and NIE schools. Sen (1993) and Alkire and Black (1997), as well as Nussbaum, have strongly advocated human capabilities reasoning while retaining a neoclassical orientation to some topics. Thus there is a lot of movement and change in socio-economic theories which can later be applied to the land tenancy and rural labouring topics.

Taking now the second contradiction, which is between Pareto optimality reasoning and redistributive reasoning, there is a deep problem. Pareto reasoning assumes that the
subjectivities of the participants are ‘given’. By making this assumption, it does not allow for subjective conceptions of ‘harm’ and ‘benefit’ to change during the process of social change. Instead, the ‘given’ actors’ interests are affected incrementally but their fundamental social location cannot be changed or questioned. (If it were changed, the model would be invalid. If it were questioned, then the active moral attention of the subject would be invoked. The scientist’s expertise would no longer be sufficient to resolve a problem, and a democratic dialogue would be needed. These dialogues with lay people are not envisioned by the Pareto optimality reasoning as currently used.) Yet land redistribution inevitably changes people’s social position. Perhaps Pareto optimality will always oppose it.

This contradiction has led to some heated exchanges in the tenancy literature. Wolford (2008) argues, for example, that the World Bank’s incremental (Pareto optimality inspired) land reform policy is absolutely opposed to the populist land reform policies. The former would merely clarify and ensure written land title, thus enabling the sale and rental markets in land to work better. The latter would redistribute land itself to other people, thus changing the social structure. For Wolford, the World Bank logic is insufficient as a moral reasoning strategy about land.

Another example relates to gender and access to land. Agarwal (2002, 2003a) has suggested a reallocation of land to women at both the Indian national level and in Andhra Pradesh state. This recommendation was perceived by Jackson as threatening the interests of the elders of rural Indian families who oversee the passing down of property through the lineage (Jackson, 2003; Agarwal, 2003b). It appears that the social equality reasoning of Jackson was combined with an implicit form of Pareto optimality principle – avoid harming anyone because there may be a backlash. Many non-feminists perceive feminist policies to threaten the interests of men. In the exchange between Jackson and Agarwal, it was also pointed out that older women and married women also may stand to lose out in some families if the young women take property away with them at the time of marriage. Specific dowry and inheritance practices of each locality have to be taken into account in conducting moral reasoning about this. For example in southern Andhra Pradesh the woman’s dowry at time of marriage would not typically include any land. Instead it would include portable assets and cash, while brothers of the bride would tend to use land jointly with their parents and then inherit some of that land upon the father’s death. If one is applying social equality reasoning or Pareto optimality reasoning, should one assume that these practices are not going to change? It would be false to assume that they are not changing. But it would also be false to be too optimistic about women’s inheritance because there have not been wide improvements in women’s access to land from 1947 to 2007 in India.

The social equality approach so far (illustrated by Jackson) suggests that we should refer to local empirical detail to find out what is feasible and practical for each local ethnic and cultural group. The Pareto optimality approach would tend to suggest that one should never threaten a vested interest. The redistribution approach taken by Agarwal (2002, 2003a) tends to clash with these other two approaches.
The reason for an apparent conflict is that the social equality approach can appear to mutely accept the structural relationships that are deep causes of economic and cultural inequality. Agarwal (2003b) showed the weaknesses of using merely a subjectivist reasoning strategy. She also argued that improving women’s access to land will increase their productivity, leading to potential Pareto improvements after transfers have been made (i.e. after households share the benefits of the new crops). She advocates land redistribution policies strongly at a regional level within India because the transformations in gender relations, she argues, will benefit both men and women of all generations over the longer run.

The social equality viewpoint has different priorities from this kind of redistributionism. It tries not to let economic and commercial matters dominate within an argument about policy. Culture, tradition and habit need to be taken seriously, too, according to the social equality viewpoint and to many anthropologists. According to Jackson’s viewpoint, also seen in other feminist writings (see Jeffrey, 2001; Rai, 1995), local specificities force researchers to avoid universalistic statements and sweeping advocacy (Menon, 2002). Kapadia (1995) at several points illustrates the local specificity of socio-economic formations based upon particular histories and concrete class-caste connections. Kapadia and Jackson, as well as Agarwal, have all conducted extensive local fieldwork and none of them would be accused of excessive universalism in their scientific research (see also the chapters in Kapadia, ed., 2002). Thus, the two moral reasoning strategies have come into conflict but are, in practice, probably compatible when brought to bear on a concrete and specific ethical situation. Again this is an area for further research.

If attention is given to a range of moral reasoning approaches, perhaps combining two or three of them, then a serious discussion of norms and purposes, and of means and ends, can be begun. In this serious discussion lay accounts of ‘the good’ can be brought together with expert overview and some abstract account of a desirable trajectory. Since the transformation strategy allowed for changes in people’s subjectivity and in their use of social discourses, it may make sense to combine this strategy with the redistribution strategy. In West Bengal, for example, it appears that the agrarian economy has evolved in ways that accept and build upon the tenancy reforms of previous decades (Banerjee, Gertler, and Ghatak, 2002). Vested interests of the past became stakeholders in the present economic system alongside the tenants. A democratic dialogue did occur, and the reforms were accepted. As in this example, it is unlikely that debates can be resolved at the level of peer-reviewed journals or expert commentary. Instead, deliberations that mix actors from the local, lay, and scientific arenas are useful.

The moral reasoning strategies have been listed at a very high level of abstraction. No resolution of the tensions between them can be found at such a high level. One might question Pareto optimality in general, because of its subjectivism and anti-realism, but still wish to avoid harm from any change in a particular area of life. But the answer to whether a change is deemed good would depend on the specific types of harm, to whom, and what
offer of changed circumstances might be made available to them. Since in general changed policies imply a variety of changed opportunities, the no-harm condition cannot in general be assumed to apply. Our knowledge of harm is rooted in past conditions; it will be hard to predict the harm in the new conditions. We can know only of a tendency toward harm. As critical realists, Morgan and I have stressed the need for real-world interaction because overly theoretical policy prescriptions may not make sense for lay actors (Morgan and Olsen, 2008 forthcoming).

5. Conclusion

The paper has developed a moral economy research agenda. Although the different schools of thought are not easy to combine, there are insights about social norms and evaluative statements that are worth noticing in all four schools. The neoclassical school suffered from a contradiction between a professed value-neutrality and an underlying preference for higher productivity and economic growth. The new institutional economics school criticised government inefficiency, but was agnostic toward the distribution of land. The Marxist authors reasoned that improvements in human well-being would require both structural changes in land distribution and transformative discursive change. The changes in discourse would then enable people to question landlords’ rights over property and rent, and to raise explicit political issues about workers’ needs and rights. Finally, the feminist ‘gender and development’ school, which integrates insights from feminism and Marxism, has generated an explicit moral debate about priorities over land use and land ownership, as illustrated by the arguments of Agarwal and Jackson.

Some ontological work would be needed to develop an interdisciplinary economics with structure-agency dynamics that is sensitive to the non-money economy as well as to the market economy (Gasper, 2001). Dow (2004) suggests that a structured pluralism would attend to major social structures whilst using a multi-disciplinary explanatory framework. In my view, field based research and policy-related enquiry should and can complement the more philosophical and abstract meta-enquiry that is usually known as moral philosophy. Economists from all the schools would do well to respond to Sayer’s suggestion that lay normativity needs more attention than philosophers have given it.

Three criticisms of the framework offered here should be dealt with before ending the paper. Firstly, it can be argued that the framework is too complex and wide-ranging to be viable. The danger, however, of narrower mono-disciplinary studies is that they cannot judge well the effect on the whole of any change in a part. In particular, Agarwal shows an admirable knowledge of culture, politics, society and economy. A real point of difference between her and Jackson was about how rapidly social structures of patriarchy can be changed in Andhra Pradesh. This can perhaps be converted into a new empirical question.

Secondly, it could be argued that the Indian women’s tenancy issue has not been resolved. The role of a social scientist is not to resolve such an issue. They can take a position but their evaluations may need to be conditional, conjunctural, and temporary, in the sense that they
are held subject to new knowledge. Another task, though, is to identify how the proposals arising from authors like Agarwal and Genicot open up new research questions, and to decide which of these is most pressing.

Thirdly, the stance of a scholar’s value-neutrality could still be justified by making assertions about a strong division of labour in the social sciences. Many scholars oppose such a division of labour because it allows monodisciplinarity to support unwise policies (Allen and Thomas, eds., 2000, Ch. 1), and because it can dehumanise and isolate the researcher (Gasper, 2001, 2004). Unrealistic research is likely to result. In this paper I have opened up paths of pluralism – one via the bridging of schools of thought, and a second via making complex moral reasoning strategies coherent and consistent. Overall the possibilities for non-value-neutral development economics are vast.

The clear conclusion from this paper is that a pretense of value neutrality is going to be a barrier to good moral economy research. The study of land reform cannot simply be conducted independently of values, evaluations, and research about social norms and customs. We need research methods that integrate the study of values and social norms along with the study of how society works. It is preferable to have an explicit debate, as we have seen between Agarwal and Jackson, rather than separating out different schools within economics and finding it impossible to talk across the boundaries.
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i Note that this paper deals with marxism as expressed by economists based in India, or doing research on India, not in/on other countries. Therefore some strands of marxism are missed out.

ii The author’s own calculations; National Sample Survey 55th round, 1999, raw data weighted to national level.

iii The author’s own calculations; National Sample Survey 55th round, 1999, raw data weighted to national level.

iv Structuralism can be found in numerous places to a greater or lesser extent. In marxism in India it is a widespread foundational assumption. Here structures of class and nation are understood to have impacts on the beings within those structures, such as workers and voters. Structures are also thought to be more than the sum of their parts; they have holistic qualities and require historical study. Thus there is a close affiliation of structuralism with marxism. However structuralism is also found in feminism, in sociology and in some other areas of social science. Here it is less focused on social class and tends simply to use the analytical term ‘structure’ to refer to durable sets of relationships and their overall qualities. I try to use the term structuralist in consistent ways whilst recognising this complex background to its use.

v The category ‘all’ feminists, in the context of the study of rural India, includes a variety of neoclassical feminists such as Kingdon and others who are not easily classified. The paper deals only with one sub-group of feminist economics, the GAD school, and does not treat other feminists in detail.

vi *Ethical elements* use ethics to judge the worth or goodness of outcomes; *evaluative statements* place affective connotations on states of affairs; and *normative statements* prescribe what is, or would be, good or bad in a given situation. When I use the term *normative*, I do not mean ‘normal’ nor do I refer only to the dominant norms of a society. I mean that the writer is invoking a norm that they wish to be associated with. This could potentially be a divergent or unusual norm, but is often a reference to a standard social norm.
The reasoning used by Veblen (1899) and Hodgson (2000) as old institutionalists may actually resolve this incoherency found in new institutional economists' writings. I have not yet found an exemplar to illustrate old institutionalism in the Indian rural context, but it is a rich area for future research. The old institutionalists look at the evolution of institutions from both social and historical vantage points, as well as economic ones, and so are vastly different from the New Institutional Economics described here (Hodgson, 2000; 2004). The lack of theory and context that has been noticeable in NIE may be one reason Indian economists have been concerned about gaps in the NIE. NIE is known among development economists as the ‘New Development Economics’ (Stiglitz, 1986; Mookherjee, 2005; Basu, 2005; Bardhan 2005). Formalist NIE, too, whilst having many advantages is still in danger of being ahistorical and weak in its ontology (Chang, 2003; Olsen, 2007). Specifically a set of mathematical equations leading to a model with equilibria may seriously distort one’s knowledge of a real economy in favour of knowledge of a stylised model. The ontological weakness is thus a lack of realism and a tendency to ‘empirical realism’ (Lawson, 1997).

Note that beliefs are not the same as knowledge. One's knowledge offers an edifice supporting successful actions. For example, one might know how to cut wood, how to accurately describe the eviction of a farmer, and how to convince others of a political position. One's beliefs are of two types: firstly the claims that one thinks are true but which are subject to further checking with evidence, as in 'I believe the farmer is exploited and I am checking out that hypothesis'; and secondly some fundamental assumptions which one believes without direct evidence and without seeking further evidence ('I take it as given that the property laws must be obeyed'). It is important to distinguish beliefs from knowledge so that science can seek to improve beliefs through gaining knowledge. A scientist will tend to challenge the second type of belief. Beliefs are fallible.

Several methodological issues are raised by such points. However I am trying to convey the gist of the argument and move on, so will not pursue those issues. See writings on critical discourse analysis such as Titscher, et al., for further discussion (2000).

A detailed defence of utilitarianism is provided by Ng and Singer (1981). The rejection of utilitarianism by many other authors does not stop it from being an important complex reasoning strategy.

The word 'moral' is used by philosophers working in this area, but the word 'ethics' is often used in the same sorts of contexts by empirical researchers such as Wolfe (2001). Wolfe argues that not only are people's ethical beliefs 'about' a variety of types of people, i.e. 'moral' in the philosophers' technical sense, but also are responsive to the effects of one's beliefs and actions upon other people. The word 'ethical' usually refers to this work of reasoning-within-a-scene (in which one is also taking part), whereas the word 'moral' tends to be used when someone is trying to gain a God's-Eye view of that complex scene. We thus have the phrases 'ethical orientations' but 'moral philosophy'. Nevertheless the two words are often substitutable for each other in practice.
See also the website of the International Development Ethics Association (IDEA), http://www.development-ethics.org/. Accessed April 2008. The IDEA is a cross-cultural group of philosophers, social scientists, and practitioners who apply ethical reflection to global development goals and strategies and to North/South relations.

This paper does not cover the wide range of policy arguments about land reform, land ceilings, land record modernisation and other policy changes currently under consideration. There is not enough space.

Specifically, a claim that depending on markets can be a way to solve some economic problems; a belief that the state can act benignly by shaping the arena within which markets work; and by arguing that the invisible hand has been disabled through India’s planning process. Sen does not use utilitarianism lightly and he does not use atomistic economic models so he has by now diverged considerably from the neoclassical school of thought.

An important area of difference is that authors using the social equality approach usually focus on subjectivity as a matter that is irreconcilable with objectivism, whereas the human capabilities approach is more open to a defusing of the separateness of that which is considered 'subjective' versus that which is considered 'objective'.